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Fiscal Year 2002

Lisa Burns


Burns, L. M. (2002, April). *Framing the first lady position.* Guest lecture to Dr. Maureen Beasley’s “First Ladies and the Media” University Honors class, University of Maryland, College Park.

Recognized as a Distinguished Teaching Assistant for 2001-2002 by the University of Maryland Center for Teaching Excellence and the Graduate School at a reception on May 16, 2002.
Lisa Corrigan


Lindsay Hayes

Speechwriter for U.S. Senator Ted Stevens (R-AK). Assisted with speeches including his Senate Floor Statement on the decision to go to war with Iraq.

Amy L. Heyse

Recognized as a Distinguished Teaching Assistant for 2001-2002 by the University of Maryland Center for Teaching Excellence and the Graduate School at a reception on May 16, 2002.


Chun-ju (Flora) Hung

The senior students voted Chun-ju (Flora) Hung as most favorite teacher at the Hong Kong Baptist University.

Laura Janusik


Nominated for the University of Maryland Parents’ Association 2002 Outstanding Faculty of the Year Award.

Member, International Listening Association Executive Board.

*Neil Mansharamani*


*Michael A. Phillips*


*Brecken Chinn Swartz*


Swartz, B. C., Munro, J., Chen, C. I., Han, L. Y., & Ge, Y. (2001, March). *Breaking down the Great Wall within: A paradigm for effective intradepartmental cross-cultural communication.* Panel presented at the Conversations with the Other conference at Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA.

Fiscal Year 2003

Jason Edward Black


Member of the advisory board of the Conference on Animal Liberation Affairs.

Member of the editorial board for the *Animal Liberation Policy and Philosophy Journal*.
Lisa Burns


Burns, L. M. (2003, February). *Press coverage of the first lady institution in the nineteenth century.* Guest lecture to Dr. Maureen Beasley’s “First Ladies and the Media” University Honors class, University of Maryland, College Park.


Kelly Carr


Yi-Ru (Regina) Chen


Awarded travel grant by the Society for Risk Analysis.


*Sungeun Chung*


Lisa Corrigan


Tiffany Derville


Leslie D. Dinauer


Bing Han


Lindsay Hayes


Speechwriter for U.S. Senator Ted Stevens (R-AK). Speeches assisted with include the Annual Message to the Alaska State legislature and the Senator’s remarks to the Alaska Federation of Natives Convention.


Amy L. Heyse


University of Maryland Graduate Student Dissertation Fellowship for Fall 2003-Spring 2004.


Chun-ju (Flora) Hung


*Laura Janusik*


Janusik, L. A. (2003, April). Participated in the University of Maryland’s Graduate Research Interaction Day and was selected as the session’s best presentation.


*Hyo-Sook Kim*


*Jeong-Nam Kim*


**Neil Mansharamani**


**Lan Ni**


**Michael A. Phillips**


**Yunna Rhee**


Rhee, Y. (2003). Awarded Ketchum Lindenmann Scholarship sponsored by Ketchum Public Relations, including a $5,000 study grant, a $2,500 grant to her faculty advisor and a $7,500 eight-week internship with Ketchum Public Relations in New York City.

**MinJung Sung**


Brecken Chinn Swartz


*Natalie T. J. Tindall*


*Leah Simone Tuite*


*Mark Van Dyke*


*Anthony J. Wainwright*


*Qi Wang*


*Richard Winston*

Distinguished Teaching Assistant award from Center for Teaching Excellence, University of Maryland.

*Xiaoying Xie*


*SungUn Yang*


Fiscal Year 2004

Jason Edward Black


Member, Executive Planning Committee for the conference New Directions in American Indian Research: A Gathering of Emerging Scholars, sponsored by the Graduate School and the American Studies Department at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill.


Black, J. E. (2003, November). *Constructing political voice and participation through literature, discourse, and letters*. Panel chair at the National Communication Association annual conference, Miami Beach, FL.


*Lisa Burns*


Hired by Quinnipiac University (start date: August 2003) as a tenure-track assistant professor of media studies.


*Kelly Carr*


*Yi-Ru Chen*


*Sungeun Chung*


*Lisa Corrigan*


*Daniel Cronin*

Tiffany Derville


Leslie Dinauer


Lindsay F. Hayes


Speechwriter for U.S. Senator Ted Stevens (R-AK). Speeches assisted with include the Senator’s remarks eulogizing President Ronald Reagan in the Capitol Rotunda Ceremony.

Amy Heyse


Awarded a University of Maryland Graduate School Dissertation Fellowship for 2003-2004, but was unable to accept due to new employment.
Laura Janusik

Recipient of the Hester Beall Provensen Scholarship Award for 2003-2004, sponsored by the Capital Speakers Club of Washington, DC.


Accepted the position of assistant professor and McGee Chair of Communication at Rockhurst University in Kansas City, Missouri.

Hyo-Sook Kim


Jeong-Nam Kim


Yi Luo


Neil Mansharamani

Mansharamani, N. (2003, August).* The presidential campaign communication of Vice Presidents: So close and yet so far.* Paper presented at the National Communication Association and American Forensic Association Argumentation conference, Alta, UT.


Mansharamani, N. (2003, November). *Using multimedia and/or Internet resources to teach rhetorical criticism and political communication*. Panel chair at the National Communication Association annual conference, Miami Beach, FL.


_Nancy McCown_


_David Payne_


_Michael A. Phillips_


MinJung Sung


Brecken Chinn Swartz

Excellence in Broadcasting Award from the East Asia/Pacific Division of the Voice of America for her work on the Mandarin Chinese service’s feature program, “Legal Window.”

Natalie Tindall


Leah Simone Tuite


Mark Van Dyke


Mark Van Dyke accepted a position as associate professor of communication at Marist College (Poughkeepsie, NY).

**Qi Wang**


**Sung-Un Yang**

